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Abstract: Exercising a collection of similar numerous easy to get sources and resources over the internet is termed as Cloud Computing. A Cloud storage system is basically a storage system over a large scale that consist of many independent storage servers. During recent years a huge changes and adoption is seen in cloud computing so security has become one of the major concerns in it. As Cloud computing works on third party system so security concern is there not only for customers but also for service providers. In this paper we have discussed about Cryptography i.e., encrypting messages into certain forms, its algorithms including symmetric and asymmetric algorithm and hashing, its architecture, and advantages of cryptography.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has shown a drastic change in the way information and data is stored and applications executed. Instead of reading programs and data on a single desktop PC, all portable equipment is stored in the "cloud," a deep collection of computers and servers entered over the Internet. Cloud computing allows us to capture all our applications and documents from any place in the world, regardless of desk restrictions and facilitating the contribution of group members in various areas. Modifications in network technology and an increase in the need for computing resources have led many organizations to put aside their storage and computing needs. Data robustness is a major requirement for storage systems. There have been many proposals of storing data over storage servers [4][7][17][19].

There is a large scope of improvement in this field of research,[5] We can use cryptography in numerous places in order security in cloud. For example, Cryptography can be used for maintaining cloud data access control, cloud data trust management, verifiable computing, cloud data authorization and authentication and secure data storage.[1][12]

This new computing model is generally known as cloud computing and includes several types of services such as: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), where a client uses the resources of a service provider, storage or network infrastructure; platform as a service (PaaS), where a client takes advantage of the provider's resources to execute customized applications; and finally software as a service (SaaS), where customers use software that runs on the provider's infrastructure. Infrastructures in the cloud can also be called private or public. In a private cloud, the architecture is managed and owned by the client and detected in the postulate. In a non-private cloud, the structure is taken and controlled by the cloud service provider and detected in the postulate (that is, in the control region of the service provider) This can also be referred as user data is beyond any control and can’t be used by unfair parties.

The threshold proxy re-encryption scheme supports encoding, forwarding, and partial decryption operations in a distributed way [14][15].

II. SECURITY SERVICES

In order to handle the previous agreement and to enrich the beginning of cloud storage, we requested the preparation of a virtual nonpublic storage facility based on recently created cryptographic methods [13]. This service should try to get the best of both parties by giving the security of a nonpublic cloud and functionality and money excluding a non-private cloud.

A. Security: The cloud space provider should exclude any information of customer data.
B. Honesty: Any not authorized changes of customer data by the cloud space provider should be seen by the user as well as hold the main benefits of a non-private space service.
C. Availability: Customer data should be affordable from any device and at every time.
D. Responsibility: Customer data is calculable hold back.
E. Productive Retrieval: Data get back times are similar to a non-private cloud storage service.
F. Data Transfer: Customers should be able to share the data with fair parties. An important fair side of a cryptographic storage service is security properties mentioned above are attained based on cryptographic guarantees as opposed to legal and access control mechanisms. Given section provides a general survey of cloud computing.

III. CRYPTOGRAPHY

Cryptography is just a simple technique in which data is converted into certain code and generates some key which is then used to convert that code into normal form again so this simple method is used to make our cloud data to be more secured. These algorithms are Symmetric-key algorithms and Hashing.

4.1 Symmetric Key Algorithms

In this only single key is comes into play for converting the data into one form and then converting back into normal form. By this way user gets assurance of its security in the storage system. Since only single key is used in this algorithm so it is very simple and mostly use algorithm. In this size of key doesn’t vary known as block cipher, in which it varies it is known as Stream cipher.

4.2 Asymmetric Key Algorithms

It is just opposite to the symmetric key system. In this not a single key is used for converting the data into one form and then back to the same, multiple keys are used for that processes, it is little bit complex but more secure than others due to different keys in the processes.

4.3 Hashing

In this hash code is used for converting the data into one form and then to another. Many hash codes can be generated using binary system or other system. You can also generate your own hash code but basically predefined codes are used by general public.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF A CRYPTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE

The architecture is basically a framework or structure which has three parts or layers [5]

- DATA PROCESSOR (DP): As its name suggest it is used for processing the data at a time when data is being sent to the cloud.
- DATA VERIFIER (DV): It is basically used by the user to check whether its data is secure or not.
- TOKEN GENERATOR (TG): It is used to produce the tokens which are further used for retrieving the data from the cloud.

4.1 A Consumer Structure: This architecture is very simple. To define this architecture[16], we will consider some examples. Suppose there are three persons you can take any name according to your preferences. Alice (any person), who uses cloud for storing the data. Bob (any other person) is a friend of Alice who wants some data from Alice for any use. For this both download all the three components of the Cryptography. In starting Alice generates a cryptographic key which is assumed as a master key and this key is very unique and which is kept hidden even from the cloud service provider. Whenever Alice wants to add some data on his cloud DP is called. DP does not directly upload the data; it adds some extra data such as time, especial keywords etc. and then data is encrypted by using various cryptographic applications. Alice will call DV whenever he has a doubt for the honesty of service provider to verify its data whether it is safe or not. When Alice wants to use his data that is when he wants to get back his data TG is called which will produce token. This token is then sent to the service provider which gives the required data to the user in encrypted form after that user will decrypt the data using decryption key[6][18]. The sharing of data between Alice and Bob will take place in similar way. Bob will use TG to produce tokens and credentials which will be then sent to the cloud, token is used for obtaining the data whereas credentials will be used for decrypting the data.

Fig 2: A Consumer Structure

[1]: DP comes into the action when the data is going to sent to the cloud basically it manages the data
[2]: Bob request for keyword from Alice.
[3]: Alice gives token as well as credentials for future references.
[4]: Token is then sent to the cloud provider.
[5]: Cloud than send the encrypted requested data which is then changes into normal form using credentials. At last DV can be used to check the honesty of the system at any time.

4.2 An Enterprise Structure: We have studied about the consumer structure in which basically a normal people cloud usage is shown and data sharing. In this Enterprise Architecture we will study about how cloud Storage is use in the big enterprises and companies. To explain this we will use different companies names as an examples, let MegaCorp (MC) be the first company who stores it’s data in the cloud, let another company be PartnerCorp (PC) from which MC wants to share its data stored in the cloud. Firstly, MC will use some machine s for generating the master key.
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Since Master key is critical for any company, therefore, depending upon situations different machines should be used for generating Master key.

Master key is kept hidden from all even from the service providers. For a normal enterprise DP, DV and TG is used. But for high budget companies many other components can also be used to make the data more secure. [8]

At starting both MC and PC receives a credential generator which will generate the credentials for both. Suppose there is an employee in MC which wants to upload some data in the cloud then it will send the data to the devoted computer with some decryption numbers.[9] These decryption numbers will help in selecting the data which is needed to select the particular type of credentials. Whenever the integrity of data is needed to be verified than DV is used

Master key is the one which will decide whether the integrity is available or not.

Now if any PC employee wants to access the data from MC cloud than it will send the keyword to the devoted computer which in return the token which will be then sent to the cloud [10]. The service provider will verify the data and then send the encrypted file to the PC employee. In view of the fact that the file is still in the encrypted form, the credentials will be used for decrypting the file [11].

**Fig 3 (1): An Enterprise Structure**

**Figure 3(1):** [1] It shows some credentials is being produced to both MC as well as PC people and sent to them. 

- [2] MC will send the data to the devoted machine.
- [3] Data is sent to the cloud after data is processed before sending it to the cloud using DV.
- [4] PC worker will send some keyword to the MC devoted machine.
- [5] The devoted machine will give back the token.
- [6] Token is then sent to the cloud.
- [7] The cloud provider then utilize the token to return the encrypted message to the PC worker which will than decrypt it using credentials.

**Fig 3 (2): An Enterprise Structure**

**Figure 3(2):** It is just same as the above figure but some other components are added in DP to make the data more secure. This structure is used by the companies having high budgets.

**V. BENEFITS OF A CRYPTOGRAPHY IN CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY**

1. **Security Satisfaction:** In Cryptography the data is processed in the front of user by DP. By using this way users have satisfaction that their security is maintained by the service providers using cryptography.

2. **Geographic constraints:** Since the data is put in the encrypted form. So, the rules which defines which type of data should be stored in the cloud has no constraints on the user and hence helping them.

3. **User is the head:** Since the data is stored in the encrypted form so everyone who wants to access the data has to produce key from the users which will help the user to sustain its preference in the system.

**VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM BY S. POONKODI, V.KAVITHA, AND K.SURESH.** [2]

document addresses many problems of passing data to other users from storage servers directly under the command of the real owner of the data. We look at the system model, which have a varied storage servers and key servers. Because the storage of cryptographic keys in a one device can be risky, a user distributes their cryptographic keys to the key servers that must perform cryptographic functions for the user. These key in networks are securely protected by security process. To adjust the distributed structure of the systems, the servers must perform all the operations independently. With this reflection, we state a new point assignee encryption scheme & summed it with a secure decentralized code to form a secure varied storage system. The encryption plan supports encryption over encrypted communication and forwarding over encrypted and encrypted communication. By tightly integrating encryption, encryption and routing, the storage system meets the minimum requirements for data robustness, data privacy and routing. Achieving summation in account of a varied structure is demanding.
Our method fulfill the requirement that storage servers uniquely perform encryption and decryption independently, and key servers manages little decryption.

**VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION CONSEQUENCE AND FUTURE OF CLOUD COMPUTING**

Cloud computing is becoming larger as something new, and this is indeed the new incline. Many companies’ that are generally large companies are walking towards the cloud, but they are falling behind due to various security issues. Cloud security is the last concept that will overcome the disadvantages of the adoption of the cloud by large multinationals, associates. There are many security algorithms that can be implemented in the cloud. Cloud computing, however, requires security algorithms that allow a linear search of deciphered data that guarantees the security of the data.

There are great improvements in particular area of examination. We have to use cryptography in multiple locations to guarantee security on the cloud. For example, cryptography is used to manage the control of access to data on the cloud, administer trust in the cloud, checkable computing, authorize and authenticate data in the cloud and secure data storage. In addition to all this, lattice-based cryptography and ID-based cryptography are the two most important factors that guarantee the security of data in the cloud in today’s world. There is still a lot of research in this area.
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